Certain documents or portions of documents related to this training may be exempt from disclosure under the California Public Records Act on one or more of the following grounds:

a. They are records dealing with security and safety procedures that are exempt pursuant to Government Code Section 6254(f). (Northern California Police Practices Project v. Craig (1979) 90 Cal.App.3d 116, 121-122.);
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SRT MONTHLY TRAINING LESSON PLANS

MAY 1997:
OFFICER: [Redacted]

TOPIC: RANGE

COVERED PILE
TACTICAL TEAM SHOOTING
CITED IN OUR CAR-15'S AND MP-5'S AT 15 YARDS
PRACTICED RELOADING DRILLS

SEARCHING

TEAM SEARCHING WITH [Redacted] AS BAD GUY. USED PAINTGUNS.

LOCATION: MACY'S BUILDING FOR SEARCHING
S.Q. RANGE FOR FIREARMS.

JUNE 1997:

OFFICER: [Redacted]

TOPIC: RANGE

PRACTICED MP-5 TACTICAL SHOOTING STANCES WITH TEAM PARTNERS,
INCLUDING MOVEMENTS WHILE SHOOTING.

SEARCHING

TEAM SEARCHING WITH [Redacted] AS BAD GUY. USED PAINTGUNS,
WORKED ON BARRICADED ARMED SUSPECT SENARIOS.

LOCATION: MACY'S BUILDING FOR SEARCHING
S.Q. RANGE FOR FIREARMS.

JULY 1997: CANCELLED.
AUGUS 1997

OFFICER: [Redacted]

TOPIC: RANGE

TACTICAL HANDGUN AND LONGGUN SHOOTING, INCLUDING TEAM MOVEMENTS INTO DOORS/ROOMS WITH GOOD GUY BAD GUY TARGETS. PATTERED THE BENNELLI SHOTGUN.

LOCATION:

S.Q. RANGE

SEPTEMBER 1997:

OFFICER: [Redacted]

TOPIC: RANGE

TACTICAL HANDGUN AND LONGGUN SHOOTING. USED THE BENNELLI SHOTGUN. PRACTICED ROOM ENTRIES, INTRODUCED AND THE K-9 TO THE TEAM SHOOTING.

SEARCHING:

WORKED WITH CLARY AND THE K-9 ON CLEARING ROOMS WITH THE DOG. PLAYED BAD GUY IN THE BITE SUIT.

LOCATION:

S.Q. RANGE FOR FIREARMS
MACY'S BUILDING FOR THE K-9 TRAINING.

OCTOBER 1997:

OFFICER: [Redacted]

TOPIC: RANGE

WORKED ON BENNELLI SHOTGUN WITH TEAM. PRACTICED LOADING AND UNLOADING DRILLS WITH DUMMY ROUNDS. EACH OFFICER SHOT APPROXIMATELY 20-30 ROUNDS OF BIRDSHOT.

TEAM SCENARIO:

CUNDUCTED AN OPERATION ORDER DRILL PRESENTED BY [Redacted]. SPLIT TEAM INTO TWO TEAMS. [Redacted] AND I HAD FREE-SELECTED TWO LOCATIONS WITH SIMILAR SCENARIOS. EACH OFFICER HAD A CERTAIN JOB TO DO WITH THE OPS ORDER. WE THEN CRITIQUED AND COMPARED WHAT EACH TEAM CAME UP WITH.
LOCATION:

S.Q. RANGE FOR FIREARMS
P.D. FOR OPS ORDER SCENARIO.